
AZTEC WRITING AND LANGUAGE

Aztec or Nahuatl writing is pre-Columbian writing system that combines ideographic writing There was no alphabet, but
puns also contributed to recording sounds of the Aztec language. While some scholars have understood the system to.

The script appeared in inscriptions carved in stone and in picture books, many of which the Spanish destroyed.
Literary works were preserved mainly by written record, through existing books or passed orally through the
Aztecs direct descendants. The Aztecs used two calendars. The Codex Mendoza, another post-Conquest
manuscript, depicted life in Central Mexico around the time of conquest and also contained a section on the
tribute exacted by the Empire. The next unit, eight thousand, was indicated by an incense bag, which referred
to the almost innumerable contents of a sack of cacao beans. The red presumably hot chile pepper glyph is the
logogram CHIL, which represents the Nahuatl root chil-li "chile". Atemoztli contains A a-tl, "water" plus
conjugated form of the verb temoa "fall", "descent" to yield "Descent of the Waters", is the name of the 16th
Aztec "month" of twenty days. For instance, 1 is used with crocodile, 2 with wind, 3 with house, 4 with lizard,
and so on. A date in the tonalpohualli is composed of a day sign and and a coefficient. It had days divided up
into 18 months of 20 days each. However, the root is in fact toso, which is why the word is represented by a
bird phonetic glyph to pierced by a spine phonetic so. The codices are important to our modern understanding
of the Aztec because they are some of the best first-hand accounts of Aztec history. When they arrived at the
fertile Valley of Mexico at 14th century CE, they found the land already settled and divided by city states.
And somewhat more rarely, the entire name is written out fully phonetically. This represented the conquered
city with its name written beside the logogram. Additionally, Aztec had their own number system using 20 as
its base which was used for the calculation of tax and tribute. Similarly, upon reaching the last day sign on day
7 Xochitl, the day sign cycle goes back to the first sign, and the next day would be 8 Cipactl. Classical Nahuatl
is the name of the language that was spoken by the people of the Aztec empire. Aztec Codices are books
containing Aztec writing that were created before, during and after the arrival of Europeans during the Age of
Exploration. If it just means flint, that's an pictogram. They built their city, Tenochtitlan, in the marshes of
Lake Texcoco, and quickly adopted much of the culture of their new neighbors. Medicine The Aztecs believed
that illness could come from natural causes as well as supernatural causes the gods. Aztec Writing Summary
Aztec writing did not have a fully developed writing system due to the lack of alphabets but they made rich
use of pictograms and logograms to transmit information and knowledge down the generations. Since then,
there's been a great deal of debate over how many Nahuatl words should be spelled and written. This is
especially evident in the glyphs of town names. And to drive the point home, Aztec warriors are shown with
captives taken from these conquered cities. Merchants needed scribes to keep accounts of all their trades and
profits. When telling a story, there wouldn't usually be a long line of glyphs, but rather a page with a few,
positioned in such a way as to tell a story. Cuauhnahuac means "Place Near the Trees" and consists of
cuauh-tli means "trees" and endings -nahua "near to" and -c. The logogram KWAW in the form of a stylized
tree-branch tree represents the root cuah. In the following example, the ancient cities Colhuacan and
Tenayucan were shown to be conquered. Writing in the form of pictograms covered both sides of the strip. An
example of the Aztec pictographs The Aztec Codices The Aztec Codices were essentially long books written
on strips of paper, the Aztecs took great pride in them and carefully folded each Codice into a tube with wood
covering each end. Piaztlan means "Place of Acocote", composed of the root piaz-tli "acocote", a long dried
gourd used to extract maguey nectar , and ending -tlan.


